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In this paper we study the Amitsur cohomology groups Hi(S/R, G) where 
R is a commutative ring with 1 of characteristic p > 0, p prime, S = 
R[Xl ,..‘> -Kll/wIp - a1 ,.**, -Gp - 4, a, ,..., a,, ER, and where G is a 
commutative R-functor in groups, i.e., G is a functor G: (R-algebras) ---t 
(abelian groups). Th e main result is that Hi(S/R, G) = 0 for i 3 3 when 
Spec R is connected and G is an afhne, smooth, commutative group scheme 
over R, i.e., when G: (R-alg) --f (ab groups) is represented by a smooth 
R-algebra. 
This result generalizes a theorem of Berkson [I, Theorem 41 obtained in 
the case when G is the group of units. 
In Sections 1 and 2 we give some theorems about R-functors in groups of 
height <l ; in particular, we reduce the study of the groups Hi(S/R, G) to the 
case when G is of height < 1. In Section 3 we consider the cohomology groups 
of certain p-Lie algebras and we prove that in some cases these groups vanish. 
We prove the above theorem in Section 4 by comparing our groups Hi(S/R, G) 
with the p-Lie algebras cohomology groups studied in Section 3; we obtain 
also a characterization of H2(S/R, G) as the group of certain p-Lie algebras 
extensions. 
All the algebras are supposed to be commutative and with 1 unless otherwise 
specified. As for the notions we do not define, we refer to [2]. 
1 
Let R be a commutative ring with 1 of characteristic p > 0, p prime, and let 
G: (R-alg) --f (groups) be an R-functor in groups. For every R-algebra T we 
denote by f: T -+ T the homomorphism a I-+ an and by fT the R-algebra 
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R + T +f T = ,T. Denote by 5G(T) the kernel of G(T) + G(,T). We 
observe that if G is represented by an R-algebra of finite presentation, also 
,G is represented by an R-algebra of finite presentation [3, Proposition 21; 
we have, also, Lie G = Lie ,G [2, II, Section 7, n. 1.41. 
DEFINITION 1. The R-functor in groups G is said to be of height <I if 
G = ,G. 
THEOREM I. Let G be an afine group scheme over R and let A = O(G) be 
the R-algebra that represents it; let mtiIR = I/I2 where I is the augmentation 
ideal of A. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) G is of height < 1, A is of $nite presentation over R and wG lR is a finite 
projective R-module. 
(2) G is of height <l and A is a finite projective R-module. 
(3) cu = w~,,~ is a jinite projective R-module and A = R[w]/w’“) where 
R[w] is the symmetric algebra of w over R and W(P) Is the ideal of R[w] generated 
by the elements xv, x E W. 
(4) There exist a decomposition R = R,x ‘.. xR, , A = A,x ... xA,, , and 
faithfully flat Ri-algebras Ti s.t. 
4 OR T, = Ti[X, ,..., x,$(x1” ,..., x&). 
Proof. (1) e (3) see [4, Exp. VII, , Theorem 7.41. (3) => (2) obvious. 
(2) * (3) we can suppose R local with residue field k; since w OR k is a finitely 
generated free K-module, by (1) c- (3) we have 
A OR k = k[X, ,..., X,]/(X,~ ,..., X,*). 
Let a, ,..., a, EIC A be such that si ,..., a;, E A @a k are the images of 
X r ,..., X, in A OR k. We have an homomorphism R[X, ,..., X,] + A given 
by Xi F+ ai and since a,n = 0 this homomorphism induces an homomorphism 
R[X, ,..., X,J/(X,p ,..., X,*) --+ A. 
Since A is a finite projective R-module, this homomorphism is easily seen 
to be an isomorphism. (3) 3 (4) obvious. (4) * (3) w is a projective R-module 
since w OR Ti is a projective T,-module for all i = I,..., m. Hence there exists 
a map w - I C A s.t. the induced map w --f I/I2 is the identity. The map 
w - A induces an homomorphism of R-algebras R[w] -+ A which factors 
through R[w]/w(*). The induced homomorphism R[w]/&) + A is clearly 
an isomorphism since it is such after tensoring with Ti . 
Remark 1. The condition that A (or W) be projective cannot be removed 
as is shown by the following example. 
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Let A = R[X]/(X, aXp), a E R, a # 0 not unit. We have Hom,.,rs(A, T) = 
(.z E T s.t. x2, = ax = 0}, hence G = Hom,.,rs(A, -) is an R-functor in 
groups of height < 1; moreover A is a finitely generated R-module but it is 
not projective. We have also w = I/I2 = R/aR and Lie G = Hom,(w, R) = 
arm(a); hence if a is not a zero divisor Lie G is a projective R-module. 
DEFINITION 2. We say that an R-functor in groups G is a good group 
scheme of height <l if it is affine and satisfies the equivalent condition of 
Theorem 1. We note that if G is a smooth, affine group scheme over R then 
,G is a good group scheme of height ,< 1. 
COROLLARY 1. If G is a good group scheme over R of height ,(I then for 
every group scheme G’ ovey R the canonical map 
is bijective. In particular, if G’ is another good group scheme over R of height < 1 
then G ‘v G’ if and only zf Lie G N Lie G’. 
Proof. See [4, Exp. VII, , Theorems 7.2, 7.41. 
THEOREM 2. Let G- G’ be a morphism of R-functors in groups and suppose 
that G, G’ are good schemes of height <l. Suppose also that the induced homo- 
morphism A - B, A = O(G’), B = O(G), is faithfully flat. Then ;f I is the 
augmentation ideal of A we have an isomorphism of A-algebras B E A OR BjIB. 
Proof. It is easy to see that B is a finitely presented A-module; hence, B is a 
projective A-module; hence B/IB is a finite projective R-module. Moreover, 
B/IB represents the kernel of G + G’, hence the functor Hom,.,t,(B/IB, -) 
is a good group scheme over R of height ,(l. We can write B/IB E R[w]/&) 
where w = J/(J2 + IJ), J = augmentation ideal of B. Since w is R-projective 
there exists an R-morphism w + JC B s.t. the induced morphism w - 
J/(J” + IJ) is the identity; the map w - B induces a morphism of R-algebras 
BjIB E R[w]/w’P) ---f B and hence a morphism of A-algebras A OR B/IB + B; 
this map is such that if we tensor over A with A/I we get an isomorphism; 
since B is A-projective this map is an isomorphism. 
We observe that the composite map 
B ‘v A OR B/IB se- A 
(C = augmentation of B/IB) is a section of the canonical map A + B. 
COROLLARY 2. Let 0 -+ G1 + G, + G3 + 0 be a sequence of good group 
schemes over R of height <I which is exact as a sequence of sheaves (in the f.f.q.c. 
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topology). Then the above sequence is exact as a sequence of functors, i.e., for every 
R-algebra T 
0 -+ Gl( T) + G,(T) ---f G3( T) + 0 
is an exact sequence of groups. 
Proof. By [4, Exp. VI, Proposition 9.21 the morphism O(Gs) + O(G,) is 
faithfully flat, hence by Theorem 2 there exists a section s: O(G,) + O(Gs); 
then it is easy to see that the map G,(T) -+ G,(T) is surjective for all T. 
Now we apply Corollary 2 in order to construct a particular exact sequence 
of good group schemes over A of height <l that we will need later. Let 
S = R[X, ,..., X,]/(X,p - a, ,..., X,v - a,) a, ,..., a, E R, 
and let G be a good group scheme over R of height < 1. Let G be the R-functor 
in groups defined by e(T) = G(S OR T); we have a natural monomorphism 
of R-functors in groups G ---f G. L e us denote by F the quotient sheaf of & t 
by G [4, Exp. VIs , Definition 9.11. We want to prove that & and F are good 
schemes over R of height <I. By [3, Proposition I] and by Theorem 1 we can 
extend R by faithfully flat morphisms; hence, we can suppose G N 9orRm. where 
and 
?PR m = HOmR-alg(RIYl ,.-, Yd(YIp,..., Y,,% -1 
We have 
S = R[X, ,..., XJ(X,* ,..., X,*). 
C?(T) = G(S OR T) = Hom,.,r,(R[Y, ,..., Y,]/(Yr” ,..., Ym9), 
TCX, . . . . -%J!(X,g,..., XV 
=fi HOmR-&lg(RIYill(YiZ)), T[& >...> &l/(X~9),..., X,“)); 
if we write an element a E T[X, ,..., X,J/(Xip,..., X,p) as a polynomial z = f(x) 
where the xi’s are the residues of the Xi’s and the degree off is <p in each 
of the xi’s, we have Hom,_,r,(R[Y,]/(Y,“), T[X, ,..., Xn]/(XIP,..., X,p)) = 
{x E T[X, ,..., &J/(X?‘,..., X,n) s.t. zp = O> = {z = f(x) E T[x, ,..., xn] s.t. the 
constant term a, of f(x) satisfies sop = O}. Hence, if we denote by aa the 
“additive” group scheme over R, i.e., the functor given by aR(T) = T+, we 
have that G is isomorphic to a product, 
for a suitable N (depending only on n), where the factor z~Rm E G corresponds 
to the inclusion G + G, hence SG N 9aRm x .c$” and F N DagN; hence 
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SG and F are good group schemes over R of height <l. Applying Corollary 2 
we obtain the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 
S = R[X, ,..., Xn]/(Xl~’ - al ,..., X%” - a,), a, 7.“) a, E R 
and let G be a good scheme OWP R of height <I ; then there exists an exact sequence 
of R-functors in groups 0 ---f G -+ SC? -+ F --+ 0, where & and F are good group 
schemes over R of he&ht < 1 and e is dejned by c(T) = G(S OR T) for every 
R-algebra T. Moreover, the corresponding sequence of p-Lie algebras 0 - Lie G --f 
Lie G OR S --f Lie F -+ 0 is also exact. 
Proof. The first part of the proposition has been proved. The second part 
is an easy consequence of the definition and the first properties of the Lie 
algebra associated to a group scheme [2]. 
2 
Let r be an R-functor in groups and let M be a r-module, i.e., M is a com- 
mutative R-functor in groups with a r-operation satisfying y(m + m’) = 
ym + ym’ for every y E r(T), m, m’ E M(T), Tan R-algebra. In such a situation 
we can define the Hochschild cohomology groups HOi(r, M) (see [2, Sect. 31). 
THEOREM 3. Suppose Spec R connected and suppose also that R has no 
nonxero nilpotent elements of exponent p (i.e., xp = 0, x E R implies x = 0). 
Let r be a group scheme over R of height \(l and let M be an afine r-module. 
Then the canonical homomorphism 
ff,,V’, $0 - f&V’, W 
is an isomorphism for i > 2. 
Proof. The proof is similar as in the case R is a field [2, Proposition 7.11. 
For every affine scheme X = Horn,-&T, -) where T is an R-algebra, let 
X(R) be the set of sections of X over R and let x’ be the affine scheme over R 
represented by T’ = nssxcR) T/IT’ where I, is the kernel of s: T -+ R and 
1:) is the ideal of T generated by the elements xp’, x E I, . Note that Spec Tj 
is the disjoint union UseXfR) X, where X, = Spec T/IF’ is homeomorphic 
to Spec R. We have a natural morphism X’ -+ X induced by the canonical 
map n: T--j ns T/I?‘. 
It is easy to see that (X x RY)’ = X’ x s Y’; moreover, r’ N fi In fact, 
because of the hypothesis, I’ has only one section (the zero section) and for 
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this section, Itp) = 0. As a consequence the structure of r-module on M s 
induces a structure of r-module on M’. Now we want to prove that, for every 
i > 0, 
(*> HomR-functor(ri, M’) % HomR-functorV, M> where HomR-~unctors(4 N) 
denotes the set of morphisms fl + N as functors: (R-alg) + (sets). 
In order to prove (*) suppose that U, T represents P, M, respectively; 
first we prove that if yr , ya: T’ -+ U are such that yr~ = yarr, then yr = ya . 
We observe that, since Spec R is connected, yr , and ya are of the form 
yl: T’ - T/I:’ + U, yz: T’ + T/I:’ + U, 
and we reduced this to prove that s1 == s, ; in fact, let I, be the kernel of the 
section T -+~l~=~n U - R, where U -+ R is the augmentation of U; on the 
other hand, by the hypothesis on R, T/Is1 I*) has only one section whose kernel 
is Isl/l~~), hence Is1 = I, ; analogously Is1 = I, . That proves the injectivity 
of the map (*). The surjectivity is a consequence of that fact that every 
homomorphism T -+ U factors through some T/l?’ since P is a group scheme 
over R of height < 1. 
From (*) we deduce 
HOi& M’) _N H,,i(F, M), 
for every i 2 0. 
Now let us consider ,M which is represented by T/IA,“’ where Iso is the kernel 
of the augmentation of T. We have an inclusion ,M -+ M’ induced by the 
projection T’ --f T/IL,“‘. Now let E = M(R) be the set of sections of R -+ T 
and let E, be the R-functor in groups defined by ER(V) = {locally constant 
maps: Spec V+ E}, for every R-algebra V. We have a natural morphism 
of R-functors in groups M’ --f E:R which to every homomorphism T’ --f V 
associates the continuous map Spec V + Spec T’ = UseE X, -+ E where the 
last map sends X, in s E E. We want to prove that the sequence 
(xx) 0 --) %M -tM’+E,-+O 
is an exact sequence of r-modules, where the action of r on E, is trivial. In 
order to prove the exactness of (xx) the only nontrivial part is that M’(V) --f 
ER(V) is surjective, for every R-algebra V. In fact, let a: Spec V --f E be a 
continuous map; Spec V decomposes as Spec V = UsGE Spec V, and if we 
consider the homomorphism 
where ys: T/IF’ + V, is the composition T/IF’ + A -+ V, , it is clear that CI 
corresponds to n ys in the map M’(V) --f ER(V). Now let us calculate 
Horn R runctor(ri, ER) = ER( V) = {continuous maps: Spec V + E} = (continu- 
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ous maps: Spec R -+ E} = E = M(R) f or all i 3 0; hence Hoi(r, ERR) = 0 
for i 2 1, and the theorem follows from the exact sequence (xx). 
Now we relate the Amitsur cohomology with the Hochschild cohomology. Put 
s = R[Xl ,...) X,]/(X,P - a, ,...) x,p - a,) = R[x, )..., Xn], 
S’ := R[Y, )..., Y,]/( Yl” )..., Y,“) = R[y, ,..., yn]. 
a, ,..., a, E R, 
\Ve have an isomorphism of S-algebras S OR S 5 S OR S’ given by 
I @xi+ 1 @yi + xi @ 1. We have also 
Hom,.&S, T) = {(ti ,..., tn) t T” s.t. t,” = ai , i = l,..., n} 
Horn,.,r,(S’, T) = {(A, ,..., A,) E T” s.t. Xi?> = 0, i = l,..., n> = =aRT1(T). 
The map (hi , ti) t+ ti + hi defines an action of D~R7k on Hom,&S, -). 
By [2, Sect. 4, n. 6.1 l] for every commutative R-functor in groups G we have 
an isomorphism 
H”(S,‘R, G) = HoQRn, e), 
where G is defined by G(T) = G(S OR T) and the action of Darn on G(T) 
is the following: if (hi ,..., X,) E Tn are such that hi* = 0, and i = I,..., n, 
the map xi t+ xi + & induces an automorphism of S OR T and hence an auto- 
morphism of c(T). 
From Theorem 3 we deduce the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose Spec R connected and suppose also that R has no 
nonzero nilpotent elements of exponent p. Let G be a smooth, afine, commutative 
group scheme over R. Then the canonical homomorphism 
Hi(S/R, %G) --f Hi(S/R, G), 
is an isomorphism for i 3 2. 
Proof. By Theorem 3 we have to prove that & N z(sG); this follows 
from Corollary 1 since they have the same p-Lie algebra. 
Remark 2. By [2, Sect. 6, 7.11 when R is a field, Theorem 3 holds without 
the assumption M affine. Consequently Corollary 3 holds for every com- 
mutative group scheme G. 
3 
In this section we study the cohomology groups of certain p-Lie algebras. 
First of all we recall the definitions [6, I, Sect. 21. 
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Let g, m be p-Lie algebras over R with m abelian (i.e., [x, JJ] = 0 for all 
x, y em) and suppose that m is a g-module, i.e., there is a p-Lie algebra 
homomorphism g ---f Der,(nt) where Der,(ut) denotes the p-Lie algebra of 
the p-derivations of m. Let R[F] be the ring generated over R by an indeter- 
minate F and where the multiplication is subject to the rule FY = YPF, y E R. 
Let U = Ulpl(g) be the restricted enveloping algebra of g and put V(g) = 
R[F] OR U where the multiplication is subject to the rule (1 @ y)(F @ 1) = 0 
for every y E g C U. It is easy to see that there is an equivalence between the 
category of g-modules and the category of V(g)-modules. Now let I(g) be the 
quotient of the V(g)-module V(g) OR g by the submodule generated by the 
elements 
and 
(1 @I)@+‘]--F@l Or- 1 Br”-lBr 
and define 
H”(g, in) = 0 
W(g, in) = Ext”&(l(g), nt) for i>l. 
We have the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2. Let r, M be good group schemes of height <l and suppose 
that M is a r-module. Put g = Lie r, m = Lie M; then the operation of r 
on M induces an operation of g on m and we have 
ZoV M) = Wg, m), 
where Z,l(I’, M) denotes the set of cocycles in the Hochschild cohomology. 
Proof. Same as in [2, III, Sect. 6, 8.5a]. From now on we will consider 
the following particular case: Suppose Spec R connected and let S = 
RK ,..., X,]/(X,p - a, ,..., X,p - a,) = R[x, ,..., x,], a, ,..., a, E R. Let G 
be a good group scheme of height <l over R. Put r = +sn and M = ,I? 
where G is defined by e(T) = G(S OR T) and where the operation of r on G 
and hence on sG, is the one described in Section 2. 
We have that g = Lie ,+sn is the p-Lie algebra which is a free R-module 
with basis g, ,..., g, and where either the Lie multiplication [ , ] or the p- 
power[“j are zero. The Lie algebras associated to %G is Lie G OR S where 
[ , ] = 0 and where thep-power is given by (m @ s)[nl = ml?4 @ s”; moreover 
the operation of g on Lie G OR S is given by: gi(m @ s) = m @gis where 
gi: S -+ S is the derivation such that g,xi = Sij . We want to prove the following 
theorems: 
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THEOREM 4. Under the above notations 
Hi(g, Lie G OR S) = 0 for i > 2. 
Proof By [6, I, Corollary 4.31 we have 
Hi(g, Lie G OR S) = ExtJ(R, Lie G OR S). 
(Note that, although this fact has been proved when R is a field, the same 
proof holds since g is a free R-module.) Hence Theorem 4 will be a consequence 
of the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 3. Under the above notations 
ExtJR, Lie G OR S) = 0 for i > 0. 
Proof. By induction on the rank m of g, 1 < m < n. If m = 1 we have a 
resolution P of R: 
v--L 
Ql 
...__) u 
Ql 
P-1 
Ql Ql 
----U-U-R -----to 
Hence the complex 
Horn&P, Lie G OR S) 
has the form 
Ql n--l Ql Ql 
0 ----+LieG@,SF Lie G OR S --+LieG@,S---+ ..., 
and this is acyclic in all dimensions 21 since Lie G is a faithful projective 
R-module and the complex 
n--1 
0 --S 
Ql --+S 
Ql Ql -+ s -----, ..-, 
is acyclic in all dimensions >l, as can be seen easily. Now let m > 1 and let 
g’ C g be the free R-module generated by g, ,..., g,-, and g” the free R-module 
generated by gm . 
Let U’, U, U” be the enveloping algebras of g’, g, g”, respectively; we have 
u” N U!u’+U where u’+ is the augmentation ideal of u’. By [7, XVI, Section 6 
Theorem 6.11 we have a spectral sequence Ext&(R, Exti,.(R, Lie G OR S)) * 
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Ext”l+‘(R, Lie G OR S), and since by induction Ext$,(R, Lie G OR S) = 0 for 
j > 0, the spectral sequence collapses and we have an isomorphism 
Ext$(R, Lie G @jR S)g’) N ExtU1’(R, Lie G OR S). 
But we have 
(Lie G OR S)g’ N Lie G OR R[x~,~ ,..., NJ; 
hence, by the first case we have 
0 = Ext$(R, (Lie G OR S)n’) = Extd(R, Lie G OR S) 
for i > 0. Now we prove another important fact. The notations being un- 
changed, let S’ = R[X, ,..., X,]/(X,n ,..., X,p). 
THEOREM 5. fP(g, Lie G 6JR S’) = 0. 
Proof. By [6, I, Satz 4.1, 4.21 we can construct a resolution of R over U 
.,. ----) p’ 2+ p -L uoRg --+U-4R--+O, 
such that 
. . . l vy&pr~% v’o,P--L V@,g w---f I(g) -- 0, 
is a resolution of I(g) over V = V(g), where P z U OR (g A g) @ U OR g 
and where the maps d, dI are defined by 
&(I @gj) = gf-l @lg< ; d( 1 @ gJ = (F + g;-‘) @ gf . 
Look at the diagram 
Horn&U OR g, Lie G @JR S’) 
Homy( V OR g, Lie G OR S’) 
4’ ---+ Hom”(P, Lie G @R S’) ---+ Hom,(P’, Lie G @R S’) 
/I II 
d_*, HomV( V gU P, Lie G OR S’) -+ Hom,( V @JR P’, Lie 6Js S’). 
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The right square commutes and the top row is exact. In order to prove the 
exactness of the bottom row it is enough to prove that 
Im d1 * C Im d*. 
Identifying U OR g with U” and P with Un-tN (N = (n* - n)/2) the maps dl 
and d have the form 
dl = 
-gl"-' 0 ..... .o- 
0 p-1 g2 .... .() 
............... 
0 .......... g;-l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . ‘G * . ’ . gi . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Hence we have 
(Lie G @a SF 2 (Lie G OR S’)fl+N, 
F + cd'-' 0.. ........ .(-j 
0 F -tg;-l ........ 0 
.......................... 
0 ................ .F-cg;-l 
.......................... 
........ gj ....... .gi ..... 
.......................... 
(Lie G OR S’y d’, (Lie G i, S’)n+N, 
d,*(y, ,..., m> = KIYl >.**9 cm >a.., giyj - gjyi ,...>, 
d*(Y, a..., m) = ((F + gl”-‘> ~1 ,..., (F + g:-‘> yn , . . . . g,yi - gjyi ,... ). 
In order to prove Im d,* C Im d* let d,*(y, ,..., yn) be an element of Im dl* 
and suppose yi = mi ofi where fi(x) E s’ = R[x, ,..., x,]. Put yi = mi @ 
(fi(.z) - ai) where ui is the constant term offi( Then we have d*& ,..., yn) = 
d,*(y, ,.,., y,J and the theorem is proved. 
4 
In this section we prove our main result. Let us suppose that Spec R is 
connected and suppose also that R has no nonzero nilpotent elements of 
exponent p; let 
S = R[X, ,..., X,]/(X,n - a, ,..., X,P - a,), a, ,..., a, E R. 
Consider the two families 
(Wi),,, , (@)i>l , 
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of functors: (good group schemes over R of height <l) - (ab groups) defined 
as follows 
OP(G) = Hi(g, Lie G OR S) 
@(G) _ zO%“lR’, @) 
! 
for i == 1 
HOi(~aRn> i&3 for i>l. 
We have, by Proposition 2, an isomorphism cplr N_ 9. 
Let 0-t G-+N -F -+ 0 be the exact sequence of good group schemes 
of height 61 introduced in Proposition 1. We have the following properties. 
(1) @(H) = 9(H) = 0 for i > 1, R(G) = 0 for i > 2. 
In fact @(G) = 0 for i > 2 by Theorem 4; moreover since Lie H = 
Lie G OR S we have W(H) = H2(g, Lie G OR S OR S) = H2(g, Lie G OR 
S OR S’) = 0, by Theorem 5 since we have an isomorphism of S-algebras 
S OR S ‘v S OR S’ which preserves the p-Lie algebras structure and the 
action of g. We have also C@(H) ‘v H,,i(DolRn, &f) ‘v HOi(DolRn, I?) by Theo- 
rem 3; hence ai N Hi(S/R, H) = 0 by [2, III, Sect. 5 n. 51. 
(2) There are long exact sequences 
al(G) -+ U?(H) + m(F) -+ a2(G) --f C12(H) --+ ... 
c@(G) + al(H) --+ 9P(F) 4 B2(G) -+ 3?12(H) + ..+ 
In fact since 0 - Lie G ---f Lie H + Lie F + 0 is exact and S if faithfully 
flat over R, 0 + Lie G @s S -+ Lie H OR S + Lie F OR S -+ 0 is also exact. 
For the second long sequence, we want to prove that 
is an exact sequence of zl~Rn- modules. In fact .$?, sg, ,fl are good group schemes 
over R of height 61 and by Corollary 2 it is enough to prove that (*) is an 
exact sequence of sheaves. But this is clear because we have seen in Section I 
that, after a faithfully flat base extension, the inclusion G ---f G takes the form 
TPR m-F #dRm x a;” where N is an integer depending only on n, and the 
sequence 0 -+ G + H -+ F + 0 takes the form 0 + +xRm + D,orRm x .E:” -+ 
BOlR mN --f 0. 
From (1) and (2) we can conclude that there is an isomorphism a2 N g2 
and z%+ = 0 for i > 2. Hence we have the following theorems. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose Spec R connected and let 
S = R[X, ,..., XJ/(X,* - a, ,..., X,D - a,), a, ,..., a, E R. 
Let G be an afine, smooth, commutative group scheme over R. Then Hi(S/R, G) = 0 
for i > 2. 
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Pyoof. Let a = {u E R [ a?, = O}; a is a nilpotent ideal of R hence by 
[4, 3111, Lemma 8.1.81 we can assume that R has no nonzero nilpotent elements 
of exponent p. Hence we have 
WS/R, G) N H,,i(DcxRm, C) ‘v Hgi&+q, ,G) = B‘i(G) zzz 0. 
i%ow let g be as before and let ut be a g-module. Denote by &(g, tn) the group 
of equivalence classes of p-Lie algebras extensions of m by g, where an extension 
of tn by g is an exact sequence of p-Lie algebras 0 -+ nt -+i h -+I g --f 0 s.t. 
[h, i(m)] = i(j(h) . m) for all h E h, m cm. We have H2(g, m) ‘v b(g, in) 
[6, II, Satz 1.21. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose Spec R connected and suppose also that R has no 
nonzero nilpotent elements of exponent p. Let 
S = R[X, ,..., X,1/(X1” - a, ,..., X,p - a,), a, ,..., a, E R 
and let G be an afine, smooth commutative group scheme over R. Then 
H2(S/R, G) N H2(g, Lie G OR S) N &(g, Lie G OR S). 
Proof. In fact we have 
H2(W G) N f4,2(9a$, (=) ‘v H02(9~Rn, sG) N g2(G) 
N a2(G) N H2(g, Lie G OR S). 
Remark 3. The hypothesis G smooth has been used only to prove that 
Hi(SIR, G) ‘v Hi(S/R, e) w h ere ii = R/a and a = {u E R 1 ap = O}. Hence, 
under the assumption that R has no nonzero nilpotent elements of exponent p, 
we can substitute in Theorems 6 and 7, the hypothesis that G is smooth with 
the weaker hypothesis that G is of finite presentation and wGIR is a finite 
projective R-module. 
COROLLARY 4. Let k be a$eld and K = k[x, ,..., x,], xiv E k be apurely insepa- 
rable extension of k. Let G be a commutative group scheme over k of $nite presenta- 
tion, then Hi(K/k, G) = 0 for i > 2 and H2(K/k, G) E H2(g, Lie G @fi K) ‘v 
G(g, Lie G & K). 
Proof. By Remark 2 we have Hi(K/k, G) N Hi(K/k, sG) hence Corollary 4 
follows from Remark 3. This last result generalizes a result in [2, III, Sect. 6, 
n. 9.91. 
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